
“There are three major industry
sectors currently showing signs of

growth in the management of cutting
tools generally and tool presetting in
particular: aerospace, automotive and
sub-contract engineering,” says David
Evans, sales manager at Zoller UK. 

“Possibly the most significant area
for growth is in sub-contract machining,
where small and medium-sized
companies are finally realising that, if
they are to remain competitive, they
must use the latest technology available
to preset. The effective management of
cutting tools has been almost the
exclusive preserve of large companies
until now, but smaller suppliers are
increasingly appreciating the need to
look at effective ways of managing
tooling to help cut overall costs.”

According to Mr Evans, Zoller is
seeing a determined drive to integrate
the tool presetting process into the
manufacturing system. This can be done
by linking the tool presetter and
measuring machine to the machine tool,
thereby allowing direct data transfer of
tool offsets and tool information to be
written straight into the machine tool
program, in the correct format,
eliminating any chance of human error. 

This can be achieved via a direct DNC
data link from the presetter, by
integrating the tool presetter into a
Fastems system, data transfer via a USB
stick, or by using tool identification
technology such as Balluff chips or
Mazak CPC chips.

Zoller says that its new Venturion
modular system for tool presetting,
measurement and inspection is setting
the benchmark for the next decade. It
features an innovative, foolproof

measuring function, “elephant” that
gives the user automatic identification
and measurement of any standard
cutting tool type at the press of a button. 

Following hot on the heels of
Venturion, Zoller has announced a
second new generation series – the
Smile/Saturn set. This is
designed specifically for
sub-contractors and small
batch production and is
equipped with Saturn Set
electronics and all-in-one
image processing
technology, with a
graphical user interface,
adapter management for
99 zero points and tool
management for at least
1,000 tools.

TIME SAVING 
According to Patrick
Crump, managing
director of Royal Tool
Control, a machine
operator saves between
4-5 minutes per tool
when a

presetter is used compared with the
alternatives of either measuring the tool
in the CNC machine (costly on machine
time/rate hour) or taking test cuts and
offsetting the machine to suit the
measured part.

“Presetting is invaluable to a
production facility of any capacity, and
has benefits to both low and high
volume industries,” says Mr Crump.
“When the product is low volume then
it generally is a high cost, high
precision part and therefore any error
can be very costly, especially if the part
is scrapped or has to be re-machined.
Likewise, if the product is high volume

(as in the automotive industry)
then it is just as
important to
produce good
parts at each
stage of the
manufacture in

order to prevent
continued operations

on a component that
may already be scrap
from a previous

operation.
By using a

Royal
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Get (pre)set for productivity
Presetting helps manufacturers raise productivity and produce correct parts, first time, at less cost.

Steed Webzell reports
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Nikken’s ElboE450 – presetters from Nikken are used
by Selex Sensors to support its Makino A66
machining centre in cruise missile part production
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presetter, one customer recently reduced
the number of scrap parts (per batch)
from 8 to 0.05 per cent due mainly to the
presetter improving tool setting accuracy
by 70 per cent.

“With the development of affordable
‘intelligent vision’ image processing
systems, the most popular presetters
now come complete with integrated
CCD or CMOS camera vision measuring
systems with colour flat display screen,
often including frontal illumination for
tool edge inspection with 20x or 40x
magnification facilities,” says Mr Crump.
“These developments have opened up
new markets and now even small CNC
jobbing shops can benefit from the
advantages of tool setting.”

SECOND CAMERA FACILITY
The new twin camera version of the
Royal Tool Master 250-EPRO, which has
customers among the major tool
manufacturers and several tool
reclamation companies, has a second
camera mounted vertically to enable the
inspection of features on the end of the
tool such as radial land width, relief
angle and point thinning. This is in
addition to the horizontally mounted
camera that checks helix angle, land

width, wear measurement, radius and
angle measurements. 

In recent years, Selex Sensors and
Airborne Systems has turned increasingly
to Nikken for tool presetting equipment.
To date Nikken has supplied two of its
digital presetting systems into the
company’s manufacturing facility at
Basildon – with a third presetter on order.

The first presetter delivered to Selex
by Nikken (an E348 Model) is installed in
a production cell dedicated to
manufacturing a suite of high precision
components for the Storm Shadow
cruise missile. The presetter serves
Makino A66 machining centres that are
used to manufacture six major
components for the missile. Tolerances
are ±5 micron.

The decision to invest in a Nikken
digital presetter occurred because,
remembers Ian Cain, manufacturing
engineering manager at Selex, “our
optical presetter was just not reliable
enough. Tool measurement and
inspection might seem a peripheral
consideration when one looks at all the

technology we have in our facility – but,
for us, it’s an essential piece of
equipment. If our tool measurement
capability isn’t accurate, our process
reliability and part tolerances are liable
to be out.”

Kelch is another presetter supplier
that has seen significant market growth
in the UK with sales increasing sharply in
2006. The company now has over 300
presetters in daily use at UK engineering
companies.

“The mid and high end range of tool
presetting devices, such as our Kalimat C
and Kalimat A, have seen the greatest
increase in demand,” says Kelch UK’s
Peter Horgan.

TOOL DATA TRANSFER
He adds that tool presetters are now
managing tool data transfers to
machines and system controls such as
Fastems, SAP and ISIS through network
or internet connections as well as
hosting the master tool database. The
transfer of measured values using
implanted data chips in the toolholder is
also possible with PC control. The tool
files are created at the presetter and can
include a host of information to make
the tool measuring and setting more
reliable and give greater repeatability at
the machine tool spindle. As tool
presetting becomes an integral part of
the machining process, the reliability and
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Justified investment

In terms of justification, Royal Tool Contol says that using one of its vertical tool
presetters in an automotive engine manufacturing plant on CNC machines has
recently produced the following results:

Number of presetters 1
Machine rate per hour £28.60
Tool room operator rate/hr. £8.60
Secondary lost production 25 per cent of 2nd machine usage
Set-up scrap £5,360/annum
Scrap reduction 80 per cent
Number of machines 6
Original set-up time 5.46 hours
Set-up time (presetter) 3.28 hours
Number of set-ups 640
Hours saved/set-up 3.18
Total machine hours saved 2,035.2
Total saving £63,566.72

Zoller’s Venturion, setting the presetting
benchmark for the next 10 years, says the
company
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durability of the equipment is as vital as
the machine tools they support. 

Tool setting also plays a major part in
the 5-axis machining process where
accuracy and data transfer are key to
success, and a new range of presetting
devices specially designed to maintain
the high degree of setting accuracy and
repeatability needed for 5-axis
machining is available from Kelch. 

Tools first need to be clamped
securely in the setting device to replicate
their location in the machine spindle.
This ensures that the pull back forces

clamping it are similar to those of the
machine tool, thus maintaining micron
accuracy during the cutting operation.

The use of a CCD camera, image
processing software and CNC axis
movement allows the measuring process
to be carried out automatically, greatly
reducing setting errors. 

EASYWebSet tool setting software

from Kelch also manages the tool data
transfer to and from the machine control
via data chip, network or DNC.

Aircraft manufacturer BAE Systems
uses the Kelch Kalimat A56 CNC tool
presetting machine to support a new
StarragHeckert 5-axis machining cell.
This presetter provides a comprehensive
setting system with full CNC movement
of the z, x and c axes along with camera
measuring and EASYWebset software. ■■

� www.machinery.co.uk/tooling
www.machinery.co.uk/inspection
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“We have long held that human errors
can best be avoided by setting and
controlling the tool data using an on-
machine probing system,” says David
Mold, UK sales manager at Blum
Novotest. “Such a process can be
controlled automatically by using the
system to check the tool periodically for
wear or breakage and to alert the
operator.” 

Alternatively, by using sister tooling,
machines can run unmanned – set and
monitored by in-process probing
systems as required. In addition, Blum
can show that accuracy is improved
greatly by the inclusion of any clamping
forces, tool run-out (and even thermal
expansion) within the tool data fed into
the system while measuring tools at the
actual cutting speeds involved. A recent
Blum introduction that does just this is
the Laser Control NT third generation
system for tool setting and tool
breakage control.

An installation at a premier UK
aerospace manufacturer has seen no
fewer than 10 such systems applied to a
series of large machining centres where
the customer previously had issues
with coolant interrupting the laser
beam and causing mis-trigger signals.
LaserControl NT overcomes such
problems by using an ‘out of beam’
measuring method that eliminates the

interference caused by coolant and
allows the customer to obtain reliable
and essentially faster tool setting. 

The latest generation of Blum
FormControl 3.0 software for workpiece-
measurement has been introduced for
5-axis, fast-machining control directly in
the machining centre, eliminating the
need for time consuming resetting of the
workpiece on a separate measuring
machine. Rework is done within the
initial set-up, thereby not only saving
further time consuming alignment of the
workpiece, but also increasing essential
accuracy.

For companies seeking a cost-
effective solution for reliable, rapid
broken tool detection on a wide range of
machine tools and tool types,
Renishaw’s TRS2 tool recognition
system will eliminate the problems
caused by broken tools in terms of
scrap,

rework and downtime. Deploying
Renishaw’s ToolWise technology, tools
as small as 0.2 mm diameter can be
checked and with tools typically
spending one second in the laser beam,
the TRS2 is also suitable for use in high
volume production environments.

Conventional non-contact broken
tool detection systems depend on the
laser beam being blocked (tool OK) or
not blocked (tool broken). The TRS2 is
different, using the innovative tool
recognition electronics within the
ToolWise technology to determine
whether a tool is present by analysing
the reflective light pattern from the
rotating tool. Random light patterns
created by coolant and metal chips are
ignored, reducing the chance of not
detecting a broken tool due to coolant
blocking the beam.

At m&h UK, the company’s 3D Form
Inspect software is now being used in
volume production by sub-contractors,
as well as at mouldmakers. Complex
parts, while still clamped to the
machine, are measured and compared

to critical drawing dimensions. The
system has been developed solely for
shopfloor use and therefore is very
simple to use. With a few mouse
clicks against a workpiece on the
screen, the operator determines the
points to be measured.

Probing the ‘on-machine’ option
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